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Aglory gilds the sacred page. It gives a light to every age
Majesticlike tlie sun;'' It #ves,but borrows none."
For a compass, chart and quadrant, God has
given us the Bible; and most completely does it answer the purpose of all three.
By this Book, as a compass, you may shape your
course correctly. It will always traverse freely, and it
has no variation.
By this Book, as a quadrant, you may at any time,
by night or by day, take an observation, and find out
exactly where you are.
And in this Book, as on a chart, not only the port
of Heaven, but your whole course, with every rock,
shoal and breaker on which you can possibly strike,
is most accurately laid down.
If, then, you make a proper use of this Book,
mind your helm, keep a good lookout and carefully
observe your Pilot's directions, you will without fail
make a prosperous voyage, and reach the port of
Heaven in safety.
—Edward Payson
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A True Incident

NEWS ITEMS AND COMMENTS
Dr. Harold Peckham, of West Indian and
African origin, a doctor by profession and
a congregationalist lay reader by application, a negro, now heads the historical London Missionary Society, which is the first
time a colored person has held this place.
Dr. Peckham is well known throughout
England.
If President Roosevelt could have set before him in panoramic review all the crimes
and suffering which have been caused by intoxicating liquors since the return of liquor
in the United States, we are quite sure he
would not be long in taking action against
this terrible evil. There are many who claim
that beer is in no sense intoxicating, but
recently there was a tragic wreck of a train
in Jersey City, N. J., and a t least ten passengers were killed, and scores were injured. It was found upon investigation that
the motorman was undeniably intoxicated.
Just a little while before the accident he
had five glasses of beer, which is not intoxicating, supposedly, yet he was undeniably intoxicated. He thought he was going
to Newark, N. J. from New York, but the
exact opposite was the case.
The Daughters of the American Revolution have launched a daily period of prayer
for the protection of those serving in the
defense of America. If every Christian
would spend five minutes a day in deep,
earnest prayer for a revival and for the
cessation of hostilities, there surely would
be something accomplished.
At Yale University there is a beautiful
tower known as the Harkness Tower. There
is one stone in the lower part of the structure which is different from any other. It
bears the unique inscription, which states
that it is a part of the bedrock upon which
the tower stands, that it is set there as a
visible witness of the invisible foundation,
and to bear testimony to the truth that the
things which are not se'en are eternal.
At its recent annual convention at Cleveland, Ohio, the International Order of
Gideons reported that their receipts for
1941 were double the amount raised in any
previous year. Its membership now numbers 7,472, and 6,113 associate members.
The Gideon Organization has placed Bibles
in every room in every hotel in America
and to extend the work of Bible distribution
which is carried on by the organization, it
has placed one order for the printing of one
million copies of the Gideon Testament and
Psalms. These Testaments will be distributed to men in the armed forces. "
Brewers can no longer buy new tires. On
July 22, a new ruling by the National Tire
Rationing Board went into effect declaring
among those ineligible for tires, "all trucks
used in the distribution of luxuries." The
ruling applies to all trucks used in the distribution of novelties, candy, tobacco and
'beer, which means that brewers are no
longer able to buy new tires, and they are
also ineligible for recaps. It will be a happy
day when all brewers will be prohibited
from delivering alcoholic beverages to our
boys in the service. It is almost impossible
to estimate the terrific damage done to the
men in the armed forces by drink.

For the first time in over four hundred
years, masses are again being celebrated in
Greenland. It is reported that masses are
being said by the Rev. Wm. Wallace, Roman
Catholic Chaplain on duty with the American expeditionary forces. We may rest assured that Rome will not lose any opportunity to promulgate her pagan religion
among our expeditionary forces, wherever
she has an opportunity.
The American Bible Society at its 126th
Annual Meeting held recently, reported the
distribution of 8,096,977 volumes of Scripture during 1941, which exceeded that of
any year since 1931.
Deaths from War
It is estimated that some 14,000,000 persons have been killed in war since 1931
when Japan invaded Manchuria. According
to Prof. Atwood H. Townsend of New York
University, in an article, "Free World",
about 9,500,000 of the total were civilians.
In China 2,300,000 soldiers and 6,300,000
civilians have been killed since 1937 alone.
In Russia, 1,500,000 soldiers and 4,000,000
civilians have met death. Since the attack
on Pearl Harbor, deaths reported for the
United States number around 7,000.

New Store Dedicated
"Our dreams have come true," declared
Bishop Laban Wingert at the opening ceremony of the eastern branch of the E. V.
Publishing House, Saturday morning, September 19, at 24 E. High Street, Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.
General Conference this year approved
the action of the Publication Board to establish an Eastern Store of the E. V. Publishing House at Elizabethtown. This store
was formally opened at 9 a. m., September
19, with a brief dedication service.
Bishop Wingert, representing the Publication Board, dedicated the new project
as follows:
"In the name of the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost we have gathered together to
dedicate this project for Thy honor and
glory. It is right and appropriate that this
project be set apart and dedicated for the
dispensing of Christian literature.
"For such dedication we are now assembled with gratitude to Almighty God,
recognizing His manifest blessing upon
His servants in this enterprise.
"In harmony with the aforesaid statements we do this day solemnly dedicate
this place for the promotion of the cause
of Christ and the spread of Christian
literature in the name of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen."

Elder Henry A. Ginder, also a member of
the Board, followed with a dedicatory prayer, after which the Bishop of the district
in which the project is located, Brother I.
W. Musser, welcomed the project in behalf
of the district, the community, and the
Brethren in Christ Church in Pennsylvania.
Stating that he still feels himself a part
of the work, Brother Abram Z. Hess, a
former member of the Publication Board
present for the occasion, spoke a few words
of appreciation for the work of the Board
and the new project.
To the group of officials and friends
gathered for the Opening, Brother Wingert
introduced Elder P. W. McBeth, who, in
closing, dedicated his whole-hearted service
to the work of Christ and the Church in his
position as Store Manager.

HE Bible says, "Cast thy burden upon
the Lord, and he shall sustain thee."
This is a comfort and I know this is true.
Many years ago when my youngest son was
about sixteen years of age I proved the
truth of this promise. James was not a
bad boy, but he had reached that age when
many boys are restless and dissatisfied. He
wanted to see the world, so he with another
boy left home.
Of course we were very sorry, but he was
considerate enough to write to us from time
to time. They went south and west and
then north and east, finally landing in
Pennsylvania. At that time the boy was
alone, but not for long. One day I received
a letter from him, and he was in the company of a vile old "bum." Our boy was
destitute, hungry, and without means. He
also said that this old man threatened to
kill him if he did not do just as he said in
all things.
I was almost frantic. My first impulse
was to go to the Lord. I rushed to my
closet, shut my door, and tried to pray;
but my heart was too full for utterance.
I could weep and groan; and weep and groan
I did. But God knew the desires of my
heart. He saw my tears and heard my
groans, and the burden was lifted.
A few days afterward I received a letter,
and oh, such a letter! It was from a big
business man in Pennsylvania, and James
was in his home. His wife had met him at
the door as he begged for food. She looked
into his boyish face and said. "You're not a
bum."
"No ma'am," the boy replied.
"Haven't you a home somewhere?"
"Yes, ma'am."
"A mother?"
"Yes, ma'am."
"A praying mother?"
"Yes, ma'am," and the big blue eyes filled
with tears.
"Come in," she said. "You have no business with that old bum."
He went in. She gave him food and clean
clothes, and sent him to the bathroom for a
bath, and when he came out he was clean
and nice-looking.
"Now," said the lady to him, "you stay
here until you find work to do." Her husband' found him a good job, and he went to
work. He soon found him a good boardingplace, and he made good. After quite a
while he became homesick and returned
home a wiser boy. In a few years he chose
a lovely girl who became his wife, and he
established a home of his own.
Those good people kept him three weeks
free of charge, and treated him like their
own son. May God richly reward them.
—Alice Aterbury.

T

It is sin that hides God's face from us.
Grace, through the sacrifice that God made,
opens the way through the veil between,
and by faith we may look into His face
and receive His approval.—Christian Life
Missionary.
"Give ear to my words, O LORD; consider my meditation." Psa. 5 : 1 .
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Thoughts on Soul Winning

C

H. SPURGEON was a constant soul
• winner, yet he wrote, "We might do
better if we went farther afield. Our invitations to Christ, which fall so feebly on
the ears of those who regularly hear us,
would be welcomed by those to whom we
never deliver them. We are fools to waste
the time in the shadows of our churches
and chapels, when the people outside are
waiting patiently. The newer the news to
any man, the more likely he is to regard it
as good news. Usually outdoor preaching
and house to house visitation have virgin
soil to deal with. There is none like it."
Do not forget that those who have never
been invited as yet, cannot have been hardened by refusal. Beggars in the highways
have never been bidden to a marriage feast
before and so when they were surprised
with an invitation, they raised no question
but gladly came into the banquet. To
preach the Gospel to the regions beyond
should ever be the desire of our hearts.
Those regions may not be very far away.
It may be a neighborhood adjoining us,
in which a schoolhouse would serve the
purpose for a new evangelistic effort.
If you really have a call to preach, there
are several outstanding features in the
call of God to any man to the Christian
ministry. In the first place, there must be
a definite experience of personal salvation,
in which the individual has learned to
know the Lord. This experience is not
made up entirely of emotion. It is deeper
than emotion. It is the roots of faith that
have been planted in the soul that bring
an all time assurance and knowledge that
this work of grace has really been wrought
out in his own heart.
In the second place, a genuine call to
the ministry is -not a mere, personal, human desire to want to be a preacher; but
it is an inner heart conviction and urge to
preach the Gospel to those who are outside Christ. This particular call may not
be understood by the general body of
Christians, but to the individual who has
received it, there can be no doubt as to its
accuracy. A ministerial career without a
definite call is mostly a weak, scattered
and aimless propounding of bookish things
that lack the power to become the Gospel
message.
The preacher who has a genuine call
from heaven has a message of salvation
burning in his heart, and a divine urge to
tell it to someone. No preacher is ready
to go before the people with a message
until he has received the personal baptism
of the Holy Spirit. No matter how great
an educational preparation may be made,
it will be fruitless unless his message is
unctionized by the Holy Spirit.
"Preserve me, 0 God: for in thee do I
put my trust." Psa. 1 6 : 1 .

Visiting the Flock
OHN WESLEY says "By repeated experiments we learn that though a man
Jpreach
like an angel, he will neither (collect a society nor preserve a society,)
which is collected, without visiting them
from house to house."
John Wesley was right. There is nothing that takes the place of house to house
visitation. Where a pastor does not find
time to do this, the loss is immense. Such
visitation should have a purpose. It should
be first of all for the spiritual encouragement of that household. Second, it should
be for the dissemination of knowledge of
the activities of the church, its purposes
and its plans, its missionary work and its
various projects. Dr. Daniel B. Skinner
said, "Christianity is an eminently social
religion. Exclusiveness and non intercourse
are out of harmony with the precepts of
love and kindness, but the sociality it enjoins is not to be cultivated merely for the
sake of mutual enjoyment. It is to be consecrated to the promotion of the highest
religious advantages."
This is true in all the relations mutually
sustained by Christians toward each other.
It is especially true as between the pastor
and his people. Indeed the principle of
Christian sociality was designed and consecrated from the beginning to be an important part of ministerial influence.

Forty Days of Prayer

W

E have read much of missionary work
. accomplished in Korea and at times
have wondered at the secrets of these extraordinary successes. From an exchange
we learn that Dr. Charles Allen Clark, a
missionary in Cyenyang, Korea, told of a
city-wide preparatory prayer program to
last forty days, just preceding the union
revival meetings. This call to forty days
of prayer was printed around a large
cross. Among the pointed statements printed therewith we note these:
Pray earnestly for forty days for a great
blessing upon the church.
Pray that thirty thousand non Christians
in Cyenyang may repent.
Pray that the twenty thousand Christians
in Cyenyang may be quickened, Bible
leaders filled with the Spirit.
Pray that the youth of the church may
turn to Jesus.
Pray that all backsliders may repent.
Pray that all church officers may be
truly consecrated.
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Pray that the church may receive great
blessing.
This prayer program was posted in each
home connected with the churches engaged
in revival effort. We wonder if there would
not be as great things accomplished in
America in any community if this program
were followed.

H

OW thankful we in America should be
for the Word of God and what definite
efforts we should make in every possible
way to make it known that the Bible is the
very Word of God. For the past number of
years, the very stones have cried out. The
spade of the archeologist, from the Ur of
the Chaldees to the cities of the plains of
Jericho, from the desert of Sinai, and the
tablet mount of Ras Shamra is the witness
against the destructive critics. Sir William
Ramsey has perhaps done more than any
other archeologist. Beginning with a critical attitude, he became one of the staunchest of champions of the accuracy of the
New Testament. Prof. Sayte, the famous
Orientalist, was won from his radical
higher critical conception to believe in the
full inspiration of Daniel, a book he had
severely criticized, by his archeological researches in the Orient.
May we like Wycliffe, prove our faith by
our works. He said, "I am assured that the
truth of the Gospel may indeed for a time
be cast down in particular places, and may
for a while abide in silence, but extinguished it can never be, for the truth itself has said, 'Heaven and earth shall pass
away but my word shall never pass
away.' "
The preservation of Scriptures, despite
the efforts of its enemies, including the
Roman Catholic, the modern communist,
and all the rest of its enemies bears clear
testimony to its divine authorship. God has
covenanted that His Word shall never pass
away. He has preserved it; it is His gift.
Intolerance has lighted many a fire to burn
the Bible. Tradition has dug many a grave
to bury it. Many a Judas has betrayed it
with a kiss. Many a Demas has forsaken it.
But the Bible lives on! It is America's
greatest heritage. Let us give thanks to
God for His gift, not only with our lips
but by sacrificial endeavor to make the
Bible a personal possession of the many
who do not have it and to cause many who
now have it in possession to read and peruse its pages.

An Announcement

W

E ARE glad to tell our readers that
they will be favored with a series of
articles on the book of Ephesians, entitled
"Spiritual Blessings of the Christians" by
Eld. Jesse F. Lady. Article I will appear
in the next issue of this paper.
Please watch the next number of the
paper for other important announcements.
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ANOTHER RICH MAN
C. R. Heisey

W

HEN even was come, Joseph of Arimathea, a city of the Jews—a rich
man, a good and just man, an honorable
counsellor (He had not consented to their
"counsel and deed), who also himself was
looking for the kingdom of God, and was
a disciple of Jesus, but secretly for fear of
the Jews—boldly went in to Pilate and
asked for the body of Jesus, that he might
take it away. But Pilate wondered if he
were already dead. And having learned it
from the centurion, he granted the corpse
to Joseph and commanded it to be given up
to him. He came, therefore, and took away
His body. Then came Nicodemus also, he
who formerly came to Jesus by night,
bringing a mixture of myrrh and aloes,
about one hundred pounds. And Joseph
bought a clean linen cloth, and they took
the body of Jesus and bound it in linen
cloths with the aromatics, as is customary
among the Jews for burial. Now in the
place where He was crucified there was a
garden, and in the garden, Joseph's own
new tomb, which he had hewn out in the
rock, in which no one was ever yet laid;
there, then, because the Sabbath began to
dawn, and because the tomb was near, they
laid Jesus. (Mt. 27:57-61; Mk. 15:42-47;
Lu. 23:50-56; Jno. 19:38-42).
There have been many men whose
names have been recorded among the immortals because of some brief service rendered. Because of the value of that service,
and the quality of character of the men,
they have been registered in the annals of
earth and inscribed on the records of heaven. The story read to you from the four
Gospels is the story of such a man, a
worthy Jew, named Joseph of Arimathea.
The name Joseph is most significant for
it means "increaser," "may he add to," or
"to take away barrenness," and has an application to the life of everyone of us. You
cannot add even a grain of sand to a given
amount of water without increasing its
volume. You cannot be born and live in this
world without adding something to the society in which you move. Sometimes you
add to by taking away something else: if
what you add is better, you displace just
that much of something worse. If what
you add is of lower quality you supplant
just that much of something better. Your
value as an increaser or displacer is in
direct proportion to your volume of good
or evil.
It is practically impossible to be neutral. You either bless or blister the society
in which you move. Some folks are merely
a'scab on society's surface, a rough place,
a "cumberer of the ground": weeds in the
garden of the race, sapping moisture which
should go into beauty or fruit-bearing.
Others seem to pluck a briar and plant a
rose where ever they are. If you are alive,

Radio Message—KPRO
the sum total of the world's beauty, usefulness, and happiness, or its drabness,
nothingness and sorrow, is increased because you have been born.
Where you live determines whether you
will be a disfiguring lump on society's
surface, or a lifter of society's load. Joseph lived at Arimathea which name in
Hebrew means "heights". If you are where
you were when you were born and have
never been "born again" as Jesus said to
Nicodemus, then you have never been lifted from sin's dark valley. If you have
never been lifted, then your contribution
to life cannot be that of a lifter. The
world's load will be heavier because you
have been born.
If, believing on the Lord Jesus Christ
as a personal Saviour, you have mounted
the hills with God and are viewing the
world from exalted heights, then you have
long range vision and the view includes
the great plan and purpose of Almighty
God, instead of the shriveled smallness of
the selfish purposes of mean man. Such
living is according to the Eternal purpose
—to please heaven, glorify God and bless
mankind, rather than to please self, rob
God of glory, and make barren the society
in which we move.
One cannot really see that purpose and
emain ungodly. Such vision makes one a
valuable contribution to the happiness and
welfare of the race of men. Joseph was
like that. He lived at Arimathea. He
was what the Rich Young Ruler, who
made Jesus sad, might have been had he
been glad to wholly follow the Lord.
We read that this was a man "who himself was Jesus' disciple." Herein lieth the
secret of fruitful character. This is the
core around which any sweet life is constructed. It is the foundation upon which
the life that blesses is builded. No matter
how good the man nor how beneficent his
life's contribution to the world, barring
this relationship with Jesus he comes short
of the blessing God intended that His life
should be. And in the end he will miss
eternal life.
This man believed, "but secretly, for
fear of the Jews." We will not condemn
him for saving his head, for in so doing
he was saved for great service to His Lord,
but he lived before our day. Today, Jesus
says He will be ashamed to confess us
before His Father in heaven if we are
ashamed to confess Him before men. This
is not the day for secret believing. Christ
seeketh such as will confess Him openly.
Joseph of Arimathea "was a rich man".
No matter the state of a man's poverty, his
penury is lessened by partaking of the
riches in Christ Jesus. To the Corinthians
Paul wrote. "I thank my God always on
.your behalf, for the grace of God which is
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given you by Jesus Christ; that in everything ye are enriched by Him, so that ye
•come behind in no gift," (I Cor. 1:5). To
be sure that the Corinthians did not miss
this important truth he restates it in a second letter (II Cor. 9:8, 11) "And God is
able to make all grace abound toward
you; that ye, always having all sufficiency
in all things may abound to every good
work' . . . being enriched in everything to
all bountifulness, which causeth through
us thanksgiving to God." Yes, a disciple of
Christ, though a pauper he may be, becomes rich—a penniless millionaire, perhaps—but enriched, nevertheless. Such an
one becomes an enricher of any society.
The world is better because he was born.
But Joseph had more than spiritual enrichment. He was enrolled among the
wealthy of Arimathea. Giving all to God
does not mean irreparable loss of this
world's goods, although it may mean just
that. There is a legitimate use for money
in God's service and there is serious shortage of godly rich men. When Jesus said
to the Rich Young Ruler, "One thing thou
lackest, sell what thou hast . . . ", it was
not so much what he had but what he
hadn't which demanded that statement. He
did not necessarily mean that, from now
on, the young man was to be a member
of the Society of the Brothers of Poverty.
Whether he did mean that depended upon
the man.
Christ asks our undivided affection. If
things prevent us from centralizing our affections, thus making Him the sole object
of our devotion, then it is necessary to
separate from things. If we love Him
supremely and He recognizes that we can
become good stewards and serve Him with
secular things; that we can have them as
though we have them not and that in all
things He may have the preeminence, He
will gladly permit us to be used in furthering His cause among men. He seeketh
such to serve Him.
This man was one of those rare men
who could be rich in this world's goods
and rich toward God also. He owned a
garden, which evidently was not planted
in vegetables, for in it he had his own
newly hewn tomb. This was not common
to men of ordinary means. Then, too, he
shared with Nicodemus the rich man's gift
of "about a hundred pounds" of spices
with which to embalm the body of His
Lord. Only wealthy men could be so
buried. Great quantities of spices were
used for embalming dead bodies when
they intended to show peculiar marks of
respect to the deceased. Wealth was needed in abundance to purchase spices in such
quantity. Josephus tells that five hundred
servants carrying aromatics were in attendance at the funeral of Herod. Four
score pounds of spices were used at the
funeral of Rabbi Gamaliel the elder.
How could He have been "with the rich
in His death . . . " as Isaiah had said that
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He would, if the poor fisherman had had
to bury Him? A rich man was needed to
provide regal burial for this, the King of
kings and Lord of lords, and here was a
godly rich man with His riches consecrated to the service of his King. There
is sometimes in our whole life but one opportunity in which God designs to signally
use us. It is too bad if by our indisposition to the whole will of God in the details of life, we fail of the great opportunity. Joseph did not fail. Think of it! By
giving his new tomb to his Lord, he possibly enjoyed the rarest privilege ever
shared by human creature, namely, that of
having as the last resting place for his
mortal remains, the place where his Lord
had lain, in His triumph over mortality!
This man blessed society wherever he
walked, and his memory proved a benign
influence long after he was gone. "He was
an honorable counsellor . . . a respected
gentleman," And why not? Giving up to
Christ does not mean going on the scrap
heap. There was culture in this man's
character. There was much needed wisdom
in this man's decisions. His service was in
demand among his fellowmen. Being a disciple of Christ does not make a man a sissy,
nor does it mean that he will become a "nobody". So long as there are records read
among men there will be recorded there
the names of some of God's stalwart souls,
and the least of them will be forever recorded in the "Who's Who of Heaven".
Joseph of Arimathea was a "good man".
A kind hearted and upright man. He was
not only good but he was godly for we
read that he "was a just man." He was
courageous.
Even though he believed
secretly he was not afraid to withhold his
vote when it became a matter of conscience, for he "had not voted for the plan
of action of the council". He had convictions and courage to stand for them. In
an emergency he was fearless for "he
made bold to go to Pilate to ask for the
body of Jesus" lest it be thrown with the
vulgar robbers and buried in the common
burial ground. He was not afraid to let
the authorities know he had used his own
new tomb. They had to know it or they
could not have placed a seal upon it.
What a number of objections would human prudence have made to Joseph's conduct had he considered it. It was unnecessary exposure of himself. It would
surely bring him into trouble with the
council of which he was an honorable
member. It would render him suspected and put him out of all capacity for
doing good. He would ruin his reputation
and himself irrevocably, and it could do
no good for his teacher who was already
dead, and needed no longer any office of
kindness from men. Did he listen? Not
at all. He was "living in expectation of
the Kingdom of God." Whatever else he
may have thought, now there was no sacrifice of self too deep for his devotion to

the Lord whom he loved. His name was
"increaser" and he lived on the "heights."
The world where he lived was better long
after he died because he had lived among
len.
Friend, is your name "Joseph"? Do you
live at "Arimathea"? Then your community has "another rich man". The society of
both earth and heaven is richer because
you have lived among men.

. . . The Tasks Thou'd Have Me
To Do . . .
God, touch my ears that I might hear,
Above earth's din, thy voice ring clear;
God, touch my eyes that I might see
The tasks thou'd have me do for thee;
God, touch my lips that I might say
Words that reveal the Narrow Way;
God, touch my hands that I might do
Deeds that inspire men to be true;
God, touch my feet that I might go
To do thine errands here below;
God, touch my life that I might be
A flame that ever glows for thee.
—Author Unknown. From the Christian
Union Herald.
mVMHMHHVMHVWHWMMWWVVM

"Remember Lot's W i f e "
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him, and she became a pillar of salt"
(Gen. 19:26).
Many flee when their loved ones are fleeing; but they look back, and are lost. So
it was with Lot's wife. Of all the things
which helped to awaken that unfortunate
woman. I doubt not the most powerful
was the anxiety of her husband. If he had
not been anxious, I doubt not she would
have been as stupid and unconcerned as
her neighbors around her. But when she
looked upon the anxious countenance of
her beloved—when she saw how serious
and earnest he was in pleading with their
son-in-law. then she could not but share his
anxiety. She had partaken of all his trials,
of all his prosperities, and of all his troubles, and she would not leave him now. She
clave unto him—she laid hold on the skirt
of his garment, determined to be saved, or
to perish with her husband. So much for
the amiable and interesting affections of
nature; but nature is not grace—natural
affection carried her out of Sodom but it
did not carry her into Zoar; for she looked
behind him, and became a pillar of salt.
There is something very moving in the
sight of some beloved one seeking the company of the people of God. When he begins to flee from his old haunts of pleasure—nor longer to laugh at wicked jests—
no longer to delight in sinful company—
when he becomes a reader of the Bible, and

1

prays with earnestness, and waits with
anxiety on the preached Word—it is a very
moving sight to all his friends. No doubt
some are made bitter against h i m ; but
some are awakened to flee along with him.
Are there none here who were moved to
flee because some dear friend was fleeing?
Is there no wife that was awakened to flee
with her husband, but grew weary and
looked back, and is now become like Lot's
wife? Is there none here that was made
truly anxious by seeing some companions
anxious about their soul? They wept, and
you could not weep; they felt themselves
lost; and you, for the time, felt along with
them. They were very eager in their inquiries after a Saviour, and you joined
them in their eagerness. And where is all
your anxiety now? It is gone, like the
morning cloud and early dew. You looked
behind and are now unmoved as a pillar
of salt.
It was quite right to flee with them—it
was right to cleave to them; for if not, you
would certainly be hardened; if you stand
out such moving invitations, nothing else
will persuade you. Why should you look
back? They are going to be blessed, and
will you not go with them? They are fleeing from wrath, and will you not flee with
them?
"Remember Lot's wife".
Have
you made up your mind to separate eternally? If not, why then have you let them
go?
An awakened soul is not a saved soul.
You are not saved till God shuts you into
Christ. It is not enough that you flee—
you must flee into Christ. Oh! do not lie
down and slumber. Oh! do not look behind you. "Remember Lot's wife".
Some who were awakened have begun
to look back. Some of you have begun to
lose a sense of your wretched and lost condition. If you really look back, it is probable you never will be awakened again.
Consider that monument of vengeance on
the Plain of Jordan—speak to her, she
does not hear—cry, she does not regard
you—urge her to flee again from wrath,
she does not move—she is dead. So will it
be with you.—Robert Murray McCheyne.

Automobile-Minded America

L

IEUT. FISHER reports that there are now

28 million cars and 40 million drivers
in the United States. Lew Fleming, vice
president of the Associate Investment Co.,
of South Bend, pointed out recently that
34 per cent of families that earn $20 a
week or less; 55 per cent of families earning $30 a week or less and 89 per cent of
families earning $65 or less own cars.
If America would become as missionary
minded as car minded, "the great commission" could be obeyed in one generation.—The Missionary
Worker.
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A Cemetery for Faults

W

E ALL make mistakes. None of us is
infallible.
This is a self-evident
truth which we are willing to admit but
likely to fail to remember and apply in
our relations with others. We would do
well to keep our minds open and discount
much of the unpleasantness we encounter
every day.
Our best f riend may hurt our feelings
by an act of which he was barely conscious.
We know he did not mean it; we know that
he would apologize profusely if he knew
what he had done. So why fret about it?
Someone whom we like very much may
do or say something which, to our way of
thinking, is painful or insulting. Yet we
can see that he meant no h a r m ; his angle
of thought simply did not coincide with
ours. So why sit and worry about it?
Life is far too short to spend even a few
minutes doubting the sincerity of our
friends.
And friends—real friends—are
too few and valuable to risk on the altar
of suspicion. We must simply remember
that everyone does not think as we d o ; that
everyone does not react in the same way
we d o ; and (and this is by far the most
important) that no one is entirely without
fault. If we will keep this truth where it
can be seen and if we will but have flie wit
and tolerance to act on it, our lives and the
lives of our associates will be considerably
less gloomy and more gracious.
Henry Ward Beecher, it is said, once
remarked that every man should keep a
fair-sized cemetery in which to bury the
faults of his friends.
—Donald Spatz, in The Challenge.

> •««» i

Following the Book
/ • ^ O I N G out into the country one evening I
sat in the train with a girl who was
knitting. How carefully she read the instructions, and then did a few stitches.
Down would go her head again to find out
how to do the next bit, and then the wool
was worked round the needles. Once more
she consulted the book, and counted the
stitches. What a look of disgust came on
her face. She had made a mistake, and it
all had to be undone. Then once more,
this time with crinkled wool, she restarted
her dress. Why did she take such care?
She knew that otherwise it would be useless. She might have guessed at it, or she
might have tried to copy another which
someone else had made. But she was a wise
girl, and knew the only reliable way was
to follow the book.
And the only way for Christians is to
follow the Book, God's Word. Then only
can we be led in the right way.
Intermediate
Young
People.
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School has started off with a fine showing
and with a good spirit. We believe that
with the help and guidance of God we will
have a successful year of school. We solicit
an interest in the prayers of God's people,
for His blessing and direction in our school
program.

Love Feast Dates
Canada
Springvale, meet 2:00 p.m
Oct. 17, 18
Clarence Center, meet 3:00 p.m
Oct. 17, 18
Boyle, meet 2:00 p.m
Oct. 24, 25
Michigan
Carland
„...Oct. 17, 18
Rust
Oct. 24, 25
There will be services throughout the day,
including dedication of the new church at
Rust, Sunday P. M., Oct. 25.
Merrill love feast and Dist. Council....Nov. 7, 8
Ohio
Pleasant Hill—begining a t 1:00 p.m...Oct. 17, 18
Beulah Chapel—beginning 10:00 a.m
Oct. 31, Nov. 1
Chestnut Grove
Nov. 7, 8
Valley Chapel, Canton, O
November 14, 15
Sippo Valley—Harvest Meeting and Communion Service
Nov. 22
Pennsylvania
Woodbury Communion Service, Morrison's
Cove District, 6 p. m
October 18
Graterford, Pa.
October 24, 25
Grantham District
Oct. 31 and Nov. 1
HARVEST MEETING- AND COMMUNION
SERVICE
Cedar Grove Church, Juniata Co.:
Harvest Meeting, 1:30 P. M
Oct. 24
Communion Services, 7:00 P. M
Oct. 24
COMMUNION SERVICE
Communion services will be held at the Fairland Church, Cleona, Pa., on Sunday evening,
October 11th.
The communion service of the North Franklin District will be held October 17, 6:30 a t
the Zion Mission Church, Chambersburg, Pa.

ORDINATION SERVICE
The ordination of Bro. Harvey Musser to
the ministry will be held at the Air Hill
Church, Sunday afternoon, October 18, at
2:00 o'clock.

California
Vacation Bible School—The Upland Union
Daily Vacation Bible School was held in the
Brethren in Christ Church this summer
from June 15 to July 3 with Sr. Helen W.
Gish as Superintendent. One hundred and
thirty-eight children were enrolled in the
four departments. The closing program was
presented on Thurs. evening, July 2. This
School is sponsored annually by the Ministerial Union of Upland and held in one of
the churches each year.
Farewell Service for Bro. and Sr. Lewis
Sider was held the evening of July 19. Sr.
Sider spoke briefly of God's leadings in her
life and Bro. Sider gave a short message on
leaving all to follow Christ. This consecrated couple are now laboring at Meath
Park Station, Sask., Can. and we pray that
God's presence may abide with them and
make them a blessing to many souls.
Foreign Missionary Day was observed
Aug. 23 with Bro. Geo. Beare, of the Menn.
Mission, recently evacuated from India,
bringing the morning message. He told of
their trip home which he called a modern
miracle, and also of conditions in India and
its effect upon the native church. Sr. Beare
spoke to the children in the S. S. session.
A letter was read, also, which had just been
received from Sr. Anna Steckley which
brought home to us the need of prayer on
behalf of our faithful workers there. In
the evening Bro. Wm. Hoke spoke from Mk.
16:15, The Commission 'Go Ye' in the Face
of World Conditions. If one door closes God

will open others for it is still His command
and is in force today.
Beulah College is again in session and
many new students have come from distant
points. The church welcomes each one and
desires to be a blessing to them that we
may be workers together for our Lord.
Tent Services were held at three of the
Church Extension points, Moreno, Sunny
Meade and Norco. Bro. Arthur Climenhaga
was the evangelist, he and his wife laboring
faithfully to make Christ known to needy
souls. There was some visible fruit from
these efforts, and perhaps much more was
accomplished that only the all-seeing eye of
God has recorded to be revealed in time to
come.
The Fall Revival is scheduled to begin
Oct. 25 with Bish. Charlie Byers coming to
minister to us. Our prayer is that the
revival may begin in our midst before that
time and the Holy Spirit be manifested in
great power. Will you help us pray to that
end?—Edna M. Harman, Cor.

Canada
ONTARIO BIBLE SCHOOL OPENING—
On September 14, students came from different parts of Ontario and Saskatchewan
to register for the opening term of school.
To date, the enrollment is thirty-three.
There are two in the upper school, fifteen in
the middle school, ten in the lower school,
three in the commercial department and
three in the Bible courses. We expect a
few more to enter a little later.
The opening program for the school term
was held in the school auditorium on Monday evening, September 14. This meeting
was well attended by many church people
and friends of the school from adjoining
districts. Bishop Bert Sherk, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, had charge of the
invocation. Eld. John Nigh, Assistant Chairman, preached an impressive sermon for
the occasion. Special musical numbers were
furnished by the Ladies Quartette from the
Bertie Church. A few appropriate remarks
were given by the retiring President, E. L.
Steckley, and also by Eld. Edward Gilmore,
Treasurer of the Board of Trustees. The
closing prayer was offered by Rev. Harold
D. Groh, a new member on our faculty, representing the Mennonite Church of Ontario.
During the summer months Miss Ruth M.
Zook from Chambersburg, Pa., was engaged
to serve as a full time faculty member on
our teaching staff for this school year. She
is teaching English and Latin, and is also
serving as preceptress. We will appreciate
having Miss Zook with us in the work here
and we feel certain her service will prove a
valuable contribution to the success of the
school this year.
On account of a demand for a number of
special Bible courses, it became necessary
to secure an additional teacher to assist in
teaching the special classes. Brother Christian Sider has been engaged to serve part
time on the faculty throughout this year.
Brother Sider has arranged to be at the
school three days each week. He is teaching
part of the Bible work, Church History,
Religious Education, Physical Education,
and will also assist in directing some of the
musical organizations of the school.

Iowa
CAMP MEETING REPORT—Knoxville,
Iowa—Thursday evening Aug. 20th the
large tent, the eating tent, ten small tents,
two large sleeping quarters, and the cook
house were all ready to entertain the Campers who were planning to attend the Fifth
Bible Holiness Camp Meeting.
Bishop D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Oklahoma,
and Rev. H. W. Landis, Des Moines, Iowa,
came to us with Holy Ghost filled messages
that established the saints in the truths of
God's word, caused believers to seek the
sanctifying power of the gospel and sinners
to repent before God.
Rev. Jack Donovan, Frankfort, Indiana,
one of the Camp Meeting speakers, was ill
and could not be with us. We missed his
presence but are praying that God will raise
him up again to labour for Him.
Friday evening, Aug 21st, Rev. Duncan
McRoberts, recent returned missionary from
China, filled an engagement and gave a
very stirring message. Bro. McRoberts told
of his being employed by the Chinese government to preach Christ at the battle front
and among the wounded soldiers. He told
of having been in over three hundred bombings on the Burma road, visited six battle
fronts, preached to hundreds of wounded
and dying soldiers, traveled 400 miles by
bicycle, and hiding from Japanese bombers
by hiding in mud and water in rice pattie's,
then being taken as an Italian spy, and
having contacted a sexious disease which
caused him to come to this country. God
graciously healed him and now the U. S.
government has asked him to give talks to
all the U. S. Training Camps. Pray that
God may use him to get the gospel to the
young men of our country.
Sunday, Aug. 23rd, was Missionary Day.
Rev. E. O. Rice, representative of the
Oriental Missionary Society and Sr. C. W.
Troxel, representative of the National Holiness Missionary Society, were present with
us. Both missionaries are from China. Their
burning messages and godly lives about the
Camp, the few days they were with us,
were blest with souls seeking God. Sr.
Troxel's husband who was with us two years
ago is now interned by the Japanese making it impossible for her to get any word
from him the past six months. We regret
that no representative of the Brethren in
Christ Church could be with us this year
as previous years.
Tuesday and Saturday afternoon were
healing services. Many testified of the healing virtues of Jesus Christ flowing through
their bodies.
Our song director, Bro. Ira J. Hoover,
led the singing under the inspiration of the
Holy Ghost.
Each afternoon Srs. Levi Nissley and
Doris Bushwell taught the children in the
ways of the Lord. The children rendered a
short program in the large tent Sunday
afternoon. Approximately thirty children
attended the services.
About 50-55 people camped on the
grounds this year.
The neighbors and friends expressed their
appreciation of the Camp by sending in
vegetables, milk, eggs, butter, meats, etc.
Very definite victories were experienced
by those who sought God. The last evening

I
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of the Camp the Lord gave great victories
in the prayer tents followed by a very unusual outpouring of His glory upon the
Saints as they gathered for the last service.
His glory filled the tent. Some of the saints
shouted, wept, leaped for joy, and praised
the Lord the best they could while in this
temple of clay. Glory to the Lamb of God
who has redeemed us from all sin. Eternity
will reveal what God hath done for us in
the saving of souls, sanctifying believers,
and healing the sick.
The Lord willing, the Camp of 1943 will
be held Aug. 19th-29th.—Cor. Secy. Mary
Wenger.

Pennsylvania
NOTE
WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom
has seen fit to remove from our midst, our
friend and brother, William Schlag, also a
few weeks later our friend and sister, Mrs.
William Schlag, both devoted members of
the Brethren in Christ Church, and loyal
supporters of the Messiah Orphanage, and
friends of the work and of orphan children;
and
WHEREAS, William Schlag, who served
as a member of the Joint Board of the Messiah Orphanage for many years and supported its work in every way, and whose
help will be greatly missed by all those who
continue to serve, so that all of us feel very
keenly our loss in the deaths of Brother and Sister Schlag;
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, That
we, the Joint Board of the Messiah Orphanage, very humbly submit to the will of God
in this removal of a faithful member from
our Board, and also his companion; and just
as humbly commit the work of the Orphanage unto the Lord from Whom must come
our help in the future as in the past.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That we
hereby extend to the bereaved family and
friends sympathy in this our mutual loss;
and that a copy of these resolutions be
mailed to the family, and also be published
in the Evangelical Visitor, and be made a
part of the minutes of the meeting of the
Joint Board of the Messiah Orphanage at
this regular meeting, held August 19, 1942.
J. H. Kreider, Sec.
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but on account of certain conditions (gas
and tire situation) that must yet be considered. A school house nearby could be se-.
cured for services. When you pray for us
will you also remember the dear ones in
Tuscarora Valley that they may be led on
in His service.—Your sister Ella M. Lauver.
FAIRLAND CHURCH, CLEONA
On Sunday morning, Sept. 20, a Harvest
Praise meeting was held a t the Fairland
Church, Cleona, Penna. We were glad to
have our Bishop H. K. Kreider with us for
this service. Eld. Titus Books delivered an
inspiring message, speaking from Psa. 145:
15-16. A short time was given for testimony and praise to God for His goodness
in supplying every need.
Sept. 27, we were privileged to have the
district Sunday School Meeting at this
place. In spite of a very rainy day we had
a good attendance and an interesting meeting. After the discussion of the Sunday
School lesson by Eld. H. K. Light, Bro.
Oscar Raser spoke on "The Devotional Use
of the Bible." He stressed the point that
reading the Word of God is just as important as prayer, and that Christians should
seek to have a well-balanced devotional life.
"Can Religion be Taught in the Sunday
School" was the question assigned to Bish.
S. G. Engle* Bro. Engle stated that according to Webster, a Sunday school is a place
for religious instruction, therefore, religion
must be taught in the Sunday school or it
ceases to be a Sunday school. He also emphasized the fact that kindness and a
genuine interest in others will go a long
way in winning them for Christ.
Another question, "How Can We Enlist
and Develop Christian Leaders" was very
ably discussed by Eld. Paul McBeth. It was
Bro. McBeth's suggestion that just as our
government challenges young men and
women to enlist in our armed forces, so the
Church, which has a much greater work,
should challenge our boys and girls to enlist
in the work of the Lord. Each one should
be given a place of service according to
their ability, and as they prove themselves
worthy, greater responsibilities will be added.
Bro. Menno Brubaker, a member of our
State Sunday School Board, spoke on "The
Cause and Remedy for the -305". Whatever
may be the cause for the decreased average
attendance of our Sunday Schools, the
remedy, as Bro. Brubaker stated, will be
found in more earnest prayer and a new
zeal for the work of the Sunday School.
Several selections in music, a reading and
a talk to the children added to the interest
and inspiration of the program.
Eva Funk, Cor.

work who are not fearful of proclaiming the
whole gospel.
There were eight souls knelt at the altar
of prayer, while others testified of being
helped at home. We trust that as God's
Word has gone forth, it may not return
void. The prayer of this people follow Bro.
Witter, that God's richest blessing may go
with him as he ministers elsewhere.
Throughout the first two weeks of the
meeting, Daily Vacation Bible School was
held every weekday morning from 9 o'clock
to 11 o'clock. The interest in this phase of
the meeting was also very good. The average attendance being fifty-three, out of
which thirty-three had perfect attendance.
Since the tent meeting and the writing of
this report, we are glad to say that there
have been some definite results for God from
Bible School, for which we thank the Lord.
We have surely felt that these meetings
have set us all on a higher spiritual plane
and encouraged us onward and upward.
—Sr. Cora Buckwalter, Cor.

— MA RRI AG ES —
SHIRK-ACHEY—On September 19, 1942 a t
11 o'clock at the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Achey of Manheim, Pa.,
R. D., there occurred the marriage of their
eldest daughter, Marion Elizabeth, and Vernon
R. Shirk, son of Mrs. Charles Foss of Manheim. The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Henry O. Musser of Elizabethtown. May God's
blessing attend them as they travel life's
pathway.
THOMAS-SMITH — On Saturday evening,
September 12, Sr. Lois F. Smith, daughter of
Mrs. Frances A. Smith, Grantham, Pa., became
the bride of Bro. Irvin W. Thomas, son of Bro.
and Sr. Lewis Thomas of Sandusky, Mich. The
wedding was held in the out-door auditorium
on the Campus of Messiah Bible College with
the presence of a large group of their friends.
The bride and groom will be at home a t Garrett, Indiana, where Bro. Thomas serves as
pastor of the Christian Union Congregation.
The ceremony was performed by Bishop C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., assisted by Elder Joel E. Carl-

OBITUARIES —
DONER—Mrs. Sallie Kreider Doner, widow
of the late Elder Levi Doner, of Duntroon,
Can., also a missionary to Africa, was born on
the Kreider Homestead near Campbelltown,
Lebanon Co., Penna., on the 8th day of August,
1869, and passed to her eternal reward on the
16th day of September, 1942, aged 73 years, 1
month, and 8 days. She was a daughter of the
late Elder John F. and Mary Kreider. Her husband died in the African Mission Field in 1911.
She spent nearly thirty years on African soil
and cheerfully bore the many discomforts of
the mission work in those early days. After
her return to America at the end of her third
term, she resided for several years at Campbelltown with the family of her brother Henry,
visiting a number of her nephews and nieces
and finally took up residence at the Messiah
Home. There her busy life came to an end,
after being confined to her bed about five weeks
through a complication of diseases.
At the age of about twenty, she was converted and united with the church of her leadings and about ten years later, she completely
dedicated her life to God and accepted His
call to the Mission Work in Africa.
She leaves to survive her: one brother,
Henry K. Kreider; an aged uncle, Felix B.
Kreider, and a number of cousins, nephews
and nieces, living in Lebanon and adjoining
counties; also one stepson, Oliver Doner of
near Pottstown.
Funeral services were conducted at the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, and a t the Campbelltown United Christian Church on Saturday
afternoon, September 19, by Bishop C. N.
Hostetter, Chairman of the Foreign Mission
Board and Bishop H. H. Brubaker of the
African Mission field. They were assisted by
the home ministry. Burial was made in the
family plot in the cemetery adjoining the
United Christian Church at Campbelltown.

CEDAR GROVE—Dear readers of the
Visitor—Greeting in Jesus Name. It has
been some time since a report has been sent
from this place, nevertheless we are still
going forth in the strength of the Lord,
laboring for Him.
A tent campaign was launched Aug. 8th
in the Tuscarora Valley on the same location where the tents were pitched last year.
The people of that locality were so eager to
have us come back again and were so faithREPORT OF MARSH CREEK TENT
ful in their attendance not only when the MEETING—The tent meeting at Marsh
weather was favorable but also in disagree- Creek began July 11, and continued until
able weather. They were also kind and July 29, with Bishop Ray Witter of Navarre,
thoughtful in helping supply the material Kansas as evangelist, and Bro. and Sr.
needs for the workers. Bro. and Sr. Paul Israel Ruth of Silverdale, Pa., as tent workGoodling with Srs. Katie Rosenberger and ers. The weather throughout the meetings
Dorcas Lauver were faithful in caring for was favorable, with the exception of a few
the tent and doing visitation work. Eld. heavy thundershowers.
Luke Keefer faithfully preached the word
As Bro. Witter brought forth the meswhich brought conviction to the unsaved, sages from night to night the presence of
• and shed more light on the pathway of the God was keenly felt, both by those who
believers. Fifteen souls came to the altar were rejoicing in salvation and in convictof prayer for their various needs and hav- ing power, by the sinner.
ing met the conditions witnessed to the
Bro. Witter did not leave anyone in doubt,
blessing of God upon their souls. The meet- concerning the true way to glory, but each
ings closed Aug 26th, but the work is going night brought forth the message with
on. Meetings are held in homes where we unction and power. We surely praise the
MILNE—Bro. William Milne of Lisle, Onpassed to his eternal reward on Sunday.
receive a warm welcome, also desire S. S.
Lord that there are still those in God's tario,
September 27, 1942 in his 67th year. Bro.
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Milne and his wife were converted in the
early years of their married life and in the
year 1916 came in contact with the Brethren
in Christ Church in Nottawa District, and almost immediately they were convinced of the
scripturalness
of our doctrines and were
drawn to unite in fellowship, which occurred
in 1921 following a tent meeting which was
held in his yard. Their entire family of three
sons and two daughters followed them in this
step.
He lived a consistent Christian life to the
close, being very devoted and loyal to the
church he learned to love. He was suddenly
smitten with a paralytic stroke and in a few
days was taken from us. He left a glowing
testimony of his faith in Christ and we know
our loss is his gain.
He leaves to mourn, his wife, three sons—
James of Buffalo, N. Y.; Wilmot of Abbotsford, B. C. and Earl of Toronto, O n t ; and two
daughters—Bessie at home and (Ethel) Mrs.
Elwood Fie welling of Hollidaysburg, Pa.; beside one brother John of Winnipeg, Man. and
six grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted at the 6th
Line Church by Bishop E. J. Swalm assisted
by Elders E. A. Ditson, C. L. Baker and G. C.
Shelfer. Text: Romans 16:23. Interment in
the cemetery adjoining.

IN CHRIST, OR GROWTH IN CHRIST

SHERMAN—Grace Anna McFarland Sherman, beloved wife of William F. Sherman, was
born Dec. 31, 1895, and departed this life Sunday, Sept. 13, 1942, aged 46 years, 8 months,
and 12 days.
She was married to William Sherman, Feb.
2, 1918. To this union one son, Warren J. was
born, who with his companion and father are
left to mourn the departure of a considerate
mother and loving wife. Three sisters, Mrs.
Charles Bitting, Miss Amelia McFarland, and
Mrs. John Smith and the parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John McFarland, are also bereft of an endeared sister and faithful daughter.
Sister Sherman was converted in the fall of
1933 and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church at Graterford in December of the same
year. She was a member of the Stowe Mission
from that time.
Sister Sherman was an exceedingly industrious woman and will be greatly missed by
her immediate loved ones, her church, her
neighbours and her market friends.
Funeral services were held a t the Stowe
Mission the afternoon of September 16, conducted by The Rev. John A. Climenhaga assisted by Bishop Jacob K. Bowers. Interment
was made in the Graterford Brethren in Christ
Cemetery.
ZIMMERMAN—Harvey Newton Zimmerman
was born December 1, 1869, and passed away
August 22nd, 1942, at the age of 72 years, 8
months, and 21 days. He was raised in Cumberland County, and lived most of his life in
Harrisburg. For about 30 years he was in the
employ of the Bethlehem Steel Company. He
was converted in his youth, and associated
himself with the Church of God.
His wife and children preceded him in death.
He is survived by two grandchildren, William
Flickinger. and Mrs. Albert Good, both of Harrisburg. He made his home for a number of
years with his granddaughter, Mrs. Good,
from which home his presence will be keenly
missed.
One sister, Mrs. Bessie Deaner, of
Dillsburg, survives his passing.
Funeral services were conducted on August
25th, by the Rev. Joel E. Carlson, in the
Dugan Funeral Home, 16th and Market Streets,
Harrisburg. Interment was in East Harrisburg
Cemetery.

Little Sins
V E A R S ago there was not a single thistle
in the whole of Australia. A Scotchman who very much admired thistles
thought it a pity that such a great island
should be without that marvelous and glorious symbol of his great nation. He therefore collected a packet of thistle seed, and
sent it over to one of his friends in Australia. Well, when it was landed, the officers may have said, "Oh, let it in; is it
not -a. little one? It is only to be sown
in a garden." Aye, yes, it was but a little one; but now whole districts of the
country are covered with it, and it has become the farmer's pest and plague. It was
a little one, but it would have been a bless-
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Isaiah F. Bashore
ORASMUCH as ye know that ye were not
. redeemed with corruptible things, as
silver and gold, * * * but with the precious
blood of Christ, as of a lamb without
blemish, and without spot. (I Pet. 1:18L0).
Being born again, not of corruptible
seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of
God, which liveth and abideth forever.
(I Pet. 1:23)
As newborn babes, desire the sincere
milk of the word, that ye may grow thereb y ; if so be that ye have tasted that the
Lord is gracious. (I Pet. 2:2-3)
* • * Beware lest ye also, being led
away with the error of the wicked fall
from your own steadfastness. But grow in
grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ * * *. (II Pet.
3:17-18)
May we in the beginning of this article
suggest to our readers by way of an acrostic the secret of Christian growth:

F

G
R
0
W
T
H

ive out
enew daily
bey light
in others
o
im

A stagnant pool is never inviting to any
one, as it has no outlet. A person professing to be a Christian who has no outlet is
selfish and others are not benefited by that
which he professes to have; and allow us
to say right here that the life that is glorious and triumphant is the life that is sacrificial. Around every Christian's altar
should be the reality of the truth of the
Lamb slain. Christian growth is utterly impossible before there is a new birth, and
the apostle Peter tells us very plainly
how we are born again, "By the word of
God" (not by doing this, that, and the
other thing), and it is just natural that we
desire to feed on that which gave us birth.
We will want the sincere milk of the Word
that we may grow. Reader, what are you
feeding on,—the newspaper, the Radio
Guide, the magazine? Understand, they
have their place, but never should you or
I allow them to crowd out our feeding
on the eternal Word. I wonder, might this
be the reason for so many dwarfed babes,
—they have the wrong diet? Dear reader,
change your diet, then see yourself growing
to a full rounded, Bible-enjoying member
of the Body of Christ. How we rejoice this
morning for the power of God to exalt
that which is low, to take out of degrada-

ing if the ship that brought that seed had
been wrecked. Take heed of the thistle
seed; little sins are like it.—Spurgeon.

tion and lift into exaltation, so that humiliation ends, and honor follows shame, suffering ended and replaced by glory, bondage to sin broken, and freedom and liberty
enjoyed as the children of God. May we
suggest that you read I Samuel 2:6-9 right
here.
According as His divine power hath
given unto us all things that pertain unto
life and godliness through the knowledge
of him that hath called us to glory and virtue (II Pet. 1:3). The Christian life is not
a mathematical, mechanical process of addition: it is a growth. It is God who supplies the precious faith, the grace and
peace, the all things, and the "exceeding
great and precious promises." (II Pet.
1:1-4). We hear some one ask, But what is
our part? As a matter of fact, the Christian can add nothing to what God gives;
what we can do is to grow. The "precious
faith" with which the believer begins his
life, and which is the gift of God, contains
in germ all the essential elements of holy
Christian living. It is the seed out of which
all the other virtues flow. Let us use a common illustration: we sow a cabbage seed—
in that small brown seed are all the essential elements for an eight to ten-pound
head of cabbage. Notice it was a cabbage
seed that produced the cabbage head—
growth—more of the same kind. Never has
man with all his scientific knowledge been
able to explain growth, yet it is going on
around him every day. What a testimony
to the power of the unseen One who is
back of it all. Never have you or I been
able to explain how God can take a vile
hell-deserving sinner and change him to a
saint heaven bound, rejoicing in the power
of the unseen One. May we notice that this
list begins with faith and ends with love.
If faith is the seed (and it i s ) , love is the
fruit of the Christian life. The modernists
try to grow the Christian life upside down;
they exhort us to begin with love, but beloved we never yet have seen fruit where
there was no previous seed.
In conclusion, may we note the twofold
admonition, grow in grace and in the
knowledge of our Lord. Steadfastness and
growth are essential for our continuance in
grace. Our hope is in His coming, our assurance He will come, our confidence deliverance, our vision a new heaven and new
earth. Gather up and develop these truths,
and you will grow in grace and thus grow
strong in the Lord and the power of His
might, and be meet for the Master's use.
—Elizabethtown, Pa.
When I cannot understand anything it
seems to me as though God had set a chair
there for me to kneel down and worship.
—Spurgeon.
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MISSIONARY MUSIC
"Have you ever brought a penny to the
missionary box,
A penny which you might have spent like
other little folks—
And when it falls among the rest, have
you ever heard a ring
"This is missionary music and it has a
pleasant sound,

"But sweeter far than all the rest which
Jesus loves to hear,
Are children's voices when they breathe a
missionary prayer,
When they bring the heart petition to the
Great Redeemer's throne,
That He will choose the heathen out and
take them for his own.

Like a sound of welcome which the other
pennies sing?
For pennies make a shilling and shillings
make a pound.
And money pounds together the Gospel
news will send,
Which tell the distant heathen that the Saviour is their friend.

"Then, missionary children, let this music
never cease;
Work on, work on in earnest for the Lord,
the Prince of Peace;
There is praying work and paying work
for every heart and hand,
Till the missionary chorus shall go forth
through all the land."
—Selected.

WHEN YOU PRAY
Naomi lady
HE cream of the land continues to flow
into our Mission Stations,—with an occasional "bad shipment". So, when you
pray, remember us that, by God's abundant grace, we might be able to produce
the best possible product from that which
He puts into our hands. And, that our
faith fail not when some material, - upon
which much labor has been bestowed, must
be counted a loss instead of a means of
blessing and increase.
Oh, that the youth would stand, as one
solid unit, for truth and purity! Who of
you will help them to rise higher and
higher in Him who is Holiness itself, despite the tremendous pull downward?
Your "effectual fervent prayer" alone can
keep them from being engulfed in the
ever-widening whirlpool of worldly gain
and fleshly lust.
Yes, institutional work is a necessary
and fruitful part of the missionary program. We thank God for former students
who are now leaders among their people
and pillars in the church of the living
God. When you pray, ask God to keep
them true until Jesus comes.
Nevertheless village visitation—getting
close to the people in their home-life—
brings a joy and a reward which no missionary can afford to miss. Not having
been able to camp at one or more schools
during these winter holidays, as was anticipated, we spent a Sunday at the Sibona,

T

Mqalaza, Lumeni, and Kumbudzi schools
respectively. Each one is less than ten
miles from here so we left early in the
morning and returned at sunset, stopping
at villages both going and coming.
Sr. Mabel Frey accompanied me to the
last two places. At times the road was
only a winding foot path which took us
dangerously near the overhanging and protruding branches, some of which were
thorny. Often the little lead boy did not
see danger until too late, but the driver
ran from one side of the cart to the other
in a ceaseless effort to keep the oxen where
they should be. Usually a lash from his
long whip or a call to them by name turned them to the right or left just enough to
save the situation.
The last Sunday there was a piercing
wind and occasional mist which chill to
the bone, unless one is dressed accordingly. The people whom we visited that morning were surprised to see us on such a day.
Most of them remained close to their fires.
Those whom we found on the threshing
rocks were not working but huddled in
sheltered places among the boulders, or
around a fire also. After a friendly chat,
prayer, and a pressing invitation to follow
us to the house of worship we continued
our journey, in and out among the marvelously formed kopjies.
We understood why one young mother
seemed to us to be superior to her environ-
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ment when she said, frankly, "Yes, I went
to school and was a church member but
I married (by heathen rites) a drunkard,
so they put me out. Now I just sit at
home." Pathetic indeed! The man was
away at work so we did not contact him.
Who will help the Lord to find those wandering ones? Her mother-in-law followed
us there but when we suggested prayer,
having just had it in her own village, she
remembered her goats which needed attention immediately—and out the doorway
she went!' Oh, that she would know the
Good Shepherd's yearning love for her.
One kind faced old man seemed very
glad to see us. How he enjoyed talking
about the first missionaries and his association with some of the early Christians!
But alas! he is still on the downward road.
His daughter and son-in-law excused themselves, saying that the baboons would eat
the grain if they did not stay to watch it.
Then the father turned to his little son
saying, "Wash quickly and go to church."
But example is still stronger than precept;
—the son was not at the services that day.
A sad looking girl followed us to the
services. Her father refuses to pay her
tuition so she is not in school. Will your
prayers soften his hard heart and give her
her rightful privileges? Her face lit up
with joyful hope as we spoke encouraging
words, in parting. She is only one of many
such needy boys and girls who live in
these hills. Her name is Nkawu, meaning
monkey. Surely you will remember her,
when you pray.
At each school we found a little band
of believers who need your earnest prayers. At one place the teacher, a promising
young man, is in charge of the spiritual
part of the work also. At the others older
men travel five or more miles, by bicycle
or on foot, to feed their respective flocks.
You can help them, the seekers, whose individual needs cannot be enumerated here,
and others who should have asked for
prayer also. Will you heed the Spirit's
call to your secret place of prayer? A
rich reward awaits you there. And there
are some hearts and conditions which can
be changed only by "prayer and fasting."
To you who are regular and conscientious prayer warriors I would say, take
courage, God is answering. Although Satan
often comes in like a flood the Spirit of
the Lord is always faithful to us, and lifts
up a standard against him. We thank you
for your fellowship in prayer.
Again let me say, when you pray, remember the schools, homes and individuals which were visited during these holidays.
Naomi Lady
Honor your Lord and Saviour by being
stedfast, unmoveable. Be not tossed to and
fro by your difficulties, and perplexities—
"Be strong in the Lord and in the power of
His might".—T. F. Mayer.
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not realize that I should have burglar
alarms laid? Good job I did not employ
you. Hold him, while I 'phone the police."
To cut a long story short, Jerry got
two years this time, and although he earned full remission marks, he came out of
prison fully determined to rrake someone
suffer for what he had untie-gone.

" r ; s c o R T and accused—halt! left turn!
Li Private Smith, you have been found
guilty of the charge of desertion in the face
of the enemy, sentence will be promulgated
in due course."
Sentence was given, and Jerry Smith was
sentenced to death. It was in the early
days of the war, when shell shock was not
recognized as an explanation of so-called
cowardice. For several days, Jerry, fairThat "Sinful Wanting"
haired, blue eyed, looking more like a film
Alfred S. Rotz
star than a cowardly villain, lay under
dread of the terrible punishment. When, Once I had that "Sinful Wanting,"
however, his case was reviewed by the
And it always got me wrong,
General, his previous brave conduct at For it got me back to sinning
And it took away my song.
Loos was taken into account, and he was
With that evil "Sinful Wanting"
called on to undergo ten years' imprisonHiding somewhere in my heart,
ment.
Tares and weeds kept on a-growing
And my joy would all depart.
The chaplain came to see him, but although Jerry was polite, he had no use for
When I would be good a-doing
religion whatever, and would say nothing
There was always strife on hand,
to the chaplain of repentance, or of plans For the evil in me lurking
Kept me down on sinking sand.
for the future.
The Armistice was signed in 1918, and In my patience I was lacking
And my heart was proud and gay,
the subject of this incident found himself a And
I found that "Sinful Wanting"
free man soon after, serving only three
Always leading me astray.
years behind the bars instead of ten. He
found work hard to obtain. Men who were In my painful situation
I at last got victory
given exemplary discharge certificates
When I made my consecration,
could not get employment, so Jerry stood
And the Spirit set me free.
very little chance of making good.
'Tis no longer I but Jesus
Ruling in my humble breast.
He heard of a job going as handy man
at a small seaside hotel. The manager Founded on the Rock of Ages
I have peace and glorious rest.
asked Jerry, when he saw him, about his
career. When that was given,
No more to the world I'm clinging,
To her charms I bid good-bye
The Prospective
Employer
For in Jesus I am finding
Was Horrified
What alone can satisfy.
at the thought of having such a man in his 0 praise God! that "Sinful Wanting"
I've left down on Egypt's sand.
hotel. "Get out," he said, 'get out, or I
will call the police." Our man got out, 1 am now in Canaan living,
In the Bible Promised Land.
with a deep, burning sense of resentment
that one little lapse, committed years beO how sweet is my condition
fore, and for which he did not feel he was
Since my heart is cleansed and free!
There's no joy in all creation
to blame, should spoil his whole life.
Like a heav'nly liberty.
He had looked round while in the hotel, Now
I'm at the fountain drinking
and noticed that the window seemed to be
With my Saviour day by day,
very lightly fastened, and that the safe was For the evil "Sinful Wanting"
He has taken far away.
an old-fashioned one which, apparently,
could be easily forced.
That night, foolishly enough, he went
back, with some amateur tools he had
With the hearty good wishes of the ofbought at the sixpenny stores. All seemed
ficer
at the gate, Jerry turned his back on
quiet as he forced open the window of the
manager's room and stepped inside. He the prison and walked straight into his
switched on his electric torch, and soon wife. He had not seen or heard of her
since he enlisted, as he had deliberately
made his way over to the safe.
Hardly had he knelt down in front of kept all knowledge of his movements from
her.
it when the door burst open, and
"Many waters cannot quench love,"
He Was Held Fast
though,
and Mrs. Smith had carefully
in the grip of two burly porters, the manager in his dressing gown looking over traced his movements and now
Stood Waiting to Welcome Him
their shoulders.
with
the
news that she had taken a small
"You fool," said the manager, "did you
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flat. "Come, Jerry," she said, "let bygones
be bygones."
Jerry was too surprised to say much.
He fell in at his wife's side, and a journey
of a few minutes brought them home.
There a pair of slippers were waiting by
a bright fire, the kettle was singing on the
hob, a dainty meal was on the table. Jerry
took one look, then broke down and cried.
Unmanly? Perhaps so, but only those who
have had such a home-coming can realize
all that it means.
"Now have a good breakfast," said his
wife, "and then
/ Have Some News for You."
"Well, if your news is only that you have
a job for me, I'll ask for nothing more."
"That's exactly what it is," said his wife.
"Mr. Jenkins, the ironmonger, wants a
handy man to collect lawn mowers, and
generally help in the shop. He knows all
about you, but he wants you to start just
the same."
"Does he know I have been twice in
•

OS)

prison {
"Yes. He says his profession is to help
people on week days, as well as to go to
church on Sundays."
"Good, when do I s t a r t ? "
"As soon as you like," his wife said.
Jerry did not even take a day off,
But Went Straight to Mr. Jenkins
found him "almost run off his feet" and
started there and then.
One June Saturday there was such a tremendous rush of orders, that though both
the employer and himself worked till nearly midnight, there was still much to do.
"I'll come in to-morrow," said Jerry.
"We need not open the shop."
"No, you won't," said Mr. Jenkins. " I
do not work on God's Day myself, and I
am not going to have anyone working for
me on that day. Besides, I want to go to
church. Do you n o t ? "
"Well, no," said Jerry. " I got so fed up
with church parades in the Army, and in
that other place, that I do not go now."
" I am sorry," said Mr. Jenkins. "You
may need God as a Friend some day."
The following week brought some extremely hot weather. It caused an unaccountable incident which would not be related, except that this
Happens to Be a True Experience.
Jerry had finished, as he thought, before
dinner, when Mr. Jenkins asked him to take
a roller on loan to a nearby house.
The weather may have had something to
do with it; it may have been a revival or
after-effect of shell shock,'but it is a fact
that Jerry picked up a piece of gas piping
and felled his employer, inflicting grave
injuries.
Naturally, such an affair could not be
hushed up and, in spite of Mr. Jenkins' interceding for him, Jerry found himself
serving
(Continued on page 344)
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THE MEANING OF OUR CIVILIAN
PUBLIC SERVICE TESTIMONY
Jesse W. Hoover
hether the peace churches may like it It is also apparent that the war which our
or not, there is a considerable amount country is prosecuting with much vigor is
of publicity being given to them and other hastening these trends. If our democracy
conscientious objector groups. The C. P. S. is to remain alive, it will need to continue
camps dotted over the country have called to recognize minority groups. The conscienthe attention of thousands of people to the tious objectors, by gaining legal recognifact that such non-conformist groups exist tion, may be rendering a service of unand present something of a problem.
told value to the American way of life and
Often the newspaper stories that feature to all the world by keeping aflame in a
C.P.S. are not at all accurate in reflecting somewhat stormy night the torch of inthe true spirit and meaning of the program. dividual freedom.
Numerous leaders in American religious,
Even those stories which are tolerant and
complimentary do not present clearly just social, economic, and political circles have
all that our church and country has come to recognized this service which the sincere
conscientious objector is rendering. While
see in this "testimony by work."
What are some of the values of Civilian they do not share the view of the conscienPublic Service which both church and state tious objector, they are strong advocates of
have come to realize in this joint effort to his right to be dealt with in a tolerant
way. They see very well the value of consolve a mutual problem?
science. One such person has said: "It is
I
not the man who follows the dictates of his
The Meaning to the Government
For the government it is perhaps safe to conscience who is a menace to the Republic;
say that on the whole the C. P. S. program it is the man who doesn't."
To our national life, then, Civilian Public
has furnished a satisfactory solution to a
rather unusual problem. A democratic gov- Service has meaning: (1) By the intrinsic
ernment such as ours is committed to the value of the work program itself; (2) by
tolerance of minority groups of which the making the preservation of individual
conscientious objector is one. Yet in war- rights an actuality in our American nation
time even a democracy must become virtu- and thereby keeping alive the great demoally totalitarian and this makes very real cratic ideals.
the question as to what is to be done with
II
the men who cannot, for conscience sake,
The Meaning to the Church
take arms. C. P. S. has answered this
If the Church is going to continue to
problem of our government and it is com- meet the monthly budget for her share of
monly believed, in a way far more satis- the Civilian Public Service program, then
factory to all concerned than in World it is expected that the Church sees great
War I.
value and worth in this undertaking.
Not only is the military branch of our
From a legalistic angle and in terms of
government seeing a solution to a problem logic, should not the government carry this
in the C. P. S. program but other branches financial load since it, and not the Church,
of the government are happy also in this has drafted the men? In this age of maprogram. The acute shortages of man- terialistic values when everyone seems to
power, felt in the Soil Conservation Service, be seeking personal advantage and must see
the Forestry Service, and National Park financial returns for every dollar expended,
Service are being relieved, if only a little, then the answer will be "Yes". Why, then,
by the several thousand able-bodied young has our Church said "No" so emphatically
men in C. P. S. camps who, according to and cheerfully raised all the needed funds?
official reports, are giving splendid service. Might one say it is because she believes so
This willingness on the part of the conscien- profoundly in the words of Jesus: "And
tious objector to perform the menial tasks whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile,
well—be it post-hole digging or planting of go with him twain?" Many persons, in the
trees—has been the chief factor in permit- government and outside of it, have been
ting the program to expand into different amazed when they learned of a group of
forms of service.
people who sent representatives to WashBut there is another value to our govern- ington in behalf of a cause but did not
ment and state which C. P. S. is giving. As desire federal funds for operation, instead
mentioned before, ours is a democratic gov- virtually requesting the privilege to raise
ernment that is committed historically and the money themselves.
legally to the freedom of the individual conWhat has our Church seen in Civilian
science. There is, however, an unmistakable Public Service that makes her so willing to
trend for modern states to become more and assume this burden? First, and perhaps
more an end in themselves; more and more foremost, this program stands as a sincere
can we see the individual with his freedoms testimony to the historic principles of Non(heretofore taken for granted) becoming resistance and all that it implies. It is not
submerged by the rising tide of statism. necessary here to review the experience of
While the totalitarian state is most highly the past in regards to the nonresistant witdeveloped in Europe, it is not required of ness. It may be well to point out that in
one that he be "a profound student of po- this crisis a quite different element enters
litical science to see that in our own coun- into our testimony. I refer to the positive
try there are trends in the same direction. aspect of our testimony and the fact that
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youth can be true to the peace tenet and not
be thrust into prison and be branded with
the stigma of bad citizenship and unpatriotism.
So eager is the Church to testify to her
nonresistant principle that she gladly
proves her sincerity to the Government and
Country by investing thousands of dollars
in a program to implement this faith.
As the Civilian Public Service program
continues, however, many people have come
to see in it unexpected and unforeseen benefits. Besides the witness to the world of
our devotion to Christ's testimony, there
are values which our church—the boys in
camp and the folks at home—have come to
see in this program.
To the boys in camp, Civilian Public Service has come to mean an untold number of
things, e. g., during the open discussion of
a camp prayer meeting a quiet, heretofore
almost expressionless, boy arises and states
that camp life has meant more to him than
he ever imagined it could. He cites the
friendships formed and the opportunity to
gain deeper insight as to why he is where
he is.
Another boy makes a new discovery
through the study of the Core Course. He
becomes intensely interested in the heritage
of the non-conformist groups—discovering
the first time the content of this great heritage. Henceforth he will not need to apologize for being an adherent to such a faith.
Still another boy has gone to camp rather
hesitant about the value of such an "indirect" witness. His only hope is that' of
being transferred to another kind of service
as soon as possible. However after several
months in camp he becomes so impressed
with what he has learned by fellowship,
work, and play with fellow campers ihat he
does not desire a transfer until some time
in the future. A graduate of a Mennonite
College, he comes to understand as never
before, the profound implications of the.
Christian nonresistant way of life.
So one might go on and on. Music, Bible
Study, games, work, friends—all these
bring to every boy who desires to gain
them, a host of enriching experiences.
Countless boys are learning that camp life
is more than eating, sleeping, and working.
Camp is more than a place to stay between
the occasional visits home. The whole experience is not to be regarded as an interruption. It is a stepping stone to higher
personal attainments. Necessary and unwanted, to be sure, but nothing to be a
source for complaint and frustration. A
recent camp paper has expressed editorially
the sentiment that camp must be a place
to prepare for greater service to be rendered when the war is past. So great will
the need then be for service that it is doubtful, the editor continues, if the duration in •
camp will be long enough to prepare adequately for the great task ahead—whatever
it may be.
For the home congregations in all
branches there can be seen genuine rewards. Where is the congregation which has
not felt a deeper interest in its young men
since it is paying for their support in
camp? Ties between the home churches
and the boys are stronger (or could be)
than perhaps ever before. The occasional
gifts which individual members or Sunday
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School classes make to boys in camp have
perhaps done more for both donor and receiver than either realizes.
Then there is the satisfaction and reward
to our Church which comes through the
greater sense of unity which this cooperative enterprise has brought. Camps consistently report that boys of all the different
branches have come to achieve a genuine
respect for each other despite differences in
background and training. The study of the
Core Course, by taking the boys to the original source of our faith has shown many a
boy that perhaps his particular branch of
the Church could profit not a little by a reversion to the early tenets. From many
boys have come expression of genuine appreciation for what they have gained from
learning to know boys of the different
groups. Not the least of the values of the
Civilian Public Service program is the deepened sense of unity that in the future will
characterize the Church.
If our beloved Church will continue for
centuries more, perhaps some future nonresistant groups will find inspiration and
confidence as they study the way in which
the Church in World War II sought to give
expression to Christ's command to "render
unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's
and unto God the things that are God's."
May the Lord bring to the Church a growing awareness of her present opportunity to
serve God and country.
—Grant M. Stoltzfus
Adapted and submitted by Jesse W.
Hoover.
NOTE: This sketch of the Placerville
Camp of which Bish. Brubaker was until
recently the Director, was taken from "The
Reporter". Since we have a peculiar interest
in this camp, it will serve as a model for
picturing different phases of life as it is
found in our C. P. S. camps. There will
probably be other articles following.
—J. W. H.
CAMP SKETCHES
C. P. S. No. 31
Ponderosa pines, Douglas firs, cedars, and
occasional redwoods nearly hide the camp
with its dozen buildings from the motorist
traveling U. S. Highway 50 between Placerville and Lake Tahoe, near the summit of
the range. From Placerville which in the
days of '49 was a rough, roaring metropolis
because of its nearness to Sutter's Mill and
other gold deposits, Camp # 3 1 is only a
twenty-minute drive; Placerville-is 50 miles
northeast from Sacramento.
Camp buildings are grouped compactly
and conveniently. Four dormitories stand in
a line, facing north and south, as does the
chapel building. A large dining hall and
kitchen stands immediately behind the
dormitories, and the library, hospital, recreation hall and office are located just
south of the dorms. On the extreme south
fringe of the campgrounds are the buildings
of the Forest Service, co-operating technical
agency. Other smaller buildings dot the
campus at various locations.
The principal job of Camp # 3 1 men is
safeguarding the El Dorado National Forest
against forest fires during the dangerous
summer months. To give greater protection
in all parts of the great timberland, three
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"spike" camps have been opened. They are
located between 30 and 60 miles from the
main camp, and each is manned by a crew
of 15 men.
There is not a forest fire to fight every
day. When there is no emergency, the men
are engaged in many different tasks. A
crew of some 15 men is employed at the
Institute of Forest Genetics, one of the few
institutions of its kind in the United States.
Located about 10 miles from camp, the institute offers jobs for chemists, botanists,
entomologists, gardners, nurserymen, and
common laborers. Another crew is used a t
the Pacific Ranger Station east of camp
where meteorological records for the district are kept.
Other crews are assigned to road maintenance, forest clearance, and fire line construction. In the vicinity of Lake Tahoe, one
of the area's principal resort districts, a
crew is busy beautifying ,camp grounds and
construction facilities for the use of vacationists and tourists.
BELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
Treasurer's Quarterly Report from
June 30, 1942 to September 30, 1942
Balance on hand on June 30, 1942
$3,539.90
Receipts
Altoona Mission
$ 31.50
Ashland-Richland District, Ohio:
Chestnut Grove Cong
60.00
Bertie District, N. T.:
Clarence Center Cong
236.80
Blandburg Mission, Pa
20.00
Brown County Dist., Kans.:
Pleasant Hill Cong
84.10
California Dist., Calif.:
Upland Cong
300.00
Pasadena Cong
23.00
Center, Clinton & Lycoming
Co. Dist., Pa.:
Colyer & Greengrove Congs.
30.00
Clark County Dist.:
Beulah Chapel Cong
327.10
Cumberland Dist., Pa.:
Carlisle Cong
207.28
Cross Roads Cong
205.25
Dauphin-Lebanon District., Pa.:
Harrisburg Congregations ..
20.00
Palmyra Cong
199.40
Pairland Cong
302.80
General as to District
86.00
Dayton District, Ohio:
Dayton Mission
52.00
Fairview Cong
175.00
Donegal District, Pa
1,168.65
Franklin Corners Mission
Dist., Ill
13.50
Grantham District, Pa.:
Grantham Cong
58.00
Indiana District, Indiana:
Locke Cong
43.10
Garrett Cong
25.00
Union Grove Cong
35.00
Madison Chapel
9.00
lowa-So. Dak. Dist.:
Dallas Center, Iowa
26.50
Des Moines Cong., Iowa
84.50
Manor-Pequea Dist., Pa.:
275.00
Miami Dist., Ohio:
Highland Cong
104.54
Pleasant Hill Cong
110.00
Michigan District:
Bethel Cong
111.06
Mooretownship Center Cong.
30.00
Gladwin Cong
14.42
Morrison's Cove Dist., Pa.:
Martinsburg Cong
40.00
Spring Hope Cong
40.00
Mowersville-Greensprings
Dist., Pa.:
Greensprings Cong
63.58
North Franklin District, Pa.:
Air Hill Cong
15.00
Chambersburg Cong
5.00
North Dickinson Dist., Kans.:
Abilene Cong
95.00
Clay County
16.90
Oklahoma District, Okla.:
Bethany Cong
118.66
Red Star Cong
45.53
Orlando Mission. Fla
20.50
Rapho District, Pa
1,351.00
Ringgold District. Pa
77.89
Saxton Mission Dist., Pa
5.00
Souderton-Silverdale D i s t ,
Pa
64.45
South D'ckinson Dist., Kans.:
Belle Springs Cong
200.00
Rosebank Cong
74.60

Stark County Dist., Ohio:
Valley Chapel Cong
Stowe Mission, Pa
Tirginia-Bethel Mission
Bible Class of State Boy's Industrial School of Topeka,
Kans., Laura Steckley,
teacher
Moreno Union S. S., Calif
. Special Cash received for Mission District Shortages
Total Receipts
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81.00
15.00
4.76
4.00
6.54
5.00

$6,817.91

$10,357.81

Disbursements
Mennonite Central Committee:
War Sufferers' Relief Fund-.$1,200.00
Civilian Public Service
Camps Fund
4,771.34
E. V. Publishing House:
Supplies, Stamps, Cards
and Emblems
91.61
Traveling Expenses
64.16
Total Disbursements
$6,127.11
Balance on hand on Sept. 30, 1942
$4,230.70
For Christ, the Church and Humanity,
J. H. Hoffman, Treasurer.

"See That Ye Be Not Troubled"
S DISCIPLES of the Lord we face numerA
ous duties in these momentous days.
Not the least of these is the pleasant duty
of maintaining peace of mind. The better
things in the world are terribly threatened
by powerful anti-Christian forces. "Man's
inhumanity to man" is on exhibition to an
appalling degree. And who can foresee the
end?
Yet our Master foresaw these things and
told us about them. How fitting are His
words for this day, though uttered so many
centuries ago: "And ye shall hear of wars
and rumors of wars: see that ye be not
troubled: for all these things must come to
pass, * *. For nation shall rise against
nation, and kingdom against kingdom."
Jesus Christ, our Saviour and Friend,
possesses all authority in Heaven and upon
earth. When He chooses He will intervene
and cause wars to cease to the ends of the
earth. "Therefore will not we fear, though
the earth be removed, and though the
mountains be carried into the midst of the
sea." Rather, giving ourselves to works o |
faith and labors of love, let us seek to
manifest that tranquillity of mind which
becomes those that profess to be friends of
our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ,
not forgetting to be ever on the watch for
Him.—The Evangelical Friend.

Finished
/ . B. Rowell

A

CERTAIN man was engaged by contract

to do the plaster work in a new house.
His work was finished. Another workman
left one of the faucets upstairs turned on.
The water overflowed the basin, swamped
the floor, and spoiled much of the new
plaster. No one would acknowledge the
fault, so the plasterer had to do his work
over again. When he had completed his
work someone remarked, "Well, it was too
bad, but it is finished now." To this the
Christian workman replied, 'Wo it is only
postponed until the judgment."
—Free Methodist.
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OUR SUNDAY SCHOOLS

OUR MOTTO FOR 1942: Every member of the School in his place, on time, striving toward the ideals of a 100% Sunday School.
This Department, conducted by the General S. S. Board, appears in the first Issue of each month
All material for this Dept. should be sent to C. W. Boyer, Sec'y, 2101 Windsor Road, Dayton, o!

to get their children to God, the next should
be to get them into the church. It is hard
to understand how some seemingly good
parents can be so satisfied to have their
Bish. Charlie Byers
children join a church other than their own.
The church's business in not primarily to
would like to refer my listeners today to
the words of Joshua in chapter 24 verse build a great social order, yet nevertheless,
15 "As for me and my house we will serve since we are sociable creatures we enjoy
the Lord", and also let us notice that one of intermingling with others, and if our chilthe noted bishops of the early church had dren are to cleave to the church our parents
a strong Christian home life coming and homes must prize the association of the
church and her members above all others.
through Mother Eunice and Grandmother How foolish was Lot who seemingly did not
Lois.
prize the Christian association of Abraham
It has been my privilege, and I really enough to take less and stay with him, b ' t
esteem it a privilege to visit in a great ran off to Sodom and lost practically everynumber of the homes of our church people thing he had, and his posterity became the
I have found a goodly number of those long enemies of God's people. PARENTS,
homes, wholeheartedly cooperating in bui'd- your children cannot be sent rut to rsing the church of tomorrow, and yet I re- sociate with Sodom and then help to build
luctantly must say some homes show very the church of tomorrow! Strive hard by
poor signs of cooperating. It is the first the grace of God to keep your children 'n
type of homes that we want to encourage the order of God and the church socially.
today, and the second that we would lika to
The standards, doctrine, and prac ices of
stir to action.
the home must be in line with the church if
Let us remind ourselves that as the har- that home is to help build the church. If
vest is the result of seed sown yesterday, so the family circle is opposed to and criticizes
a strong church of tomorrow will be the the declared standards of the church on
result of building today, for a sturdy and Holiness, Purity, Separation in conduct and
beautiful structure is erected by carefully attire, her attitude toward worldly amuselaying timber after timber on a good foun- ments, war, and other things, mark you
dation. It is idle thinking to presume that well that unless, perchance, your children
we can fold our hands and enjoy the bless- get a better experience than you have,
ings that our fathers have passed on to which seldom ever happens, they will ba
us and have the smile of Providence upon scattered hither and thither and not gatherit. And children do not build the church, ed into the fold of the church and maybe
not even into the Kingdom.
but homes build it with children.
Homes help to build the church by their
Strong Christian homes make a strong
spiritual church as we can easily observe attitude toward the church. Remember atin the case of Timothy, the strong Chris- titude is read by those who know you,
t i a n influence • of the mother and grand- oftener than action. Second, by your conmother prepared him as a vessel that God versation about the church. The family concould use. The old adage, "A nation is no versation around the table and the fireside
stronger than its homes", also applies well has much to do with what they think a b ' u t
to the church, and so it is not likely that a the church. Third, the separation from the
congregation or a church will rise any high- world you maintain will largely determine
er than its homes, any more than a stream how much your children will believe in it.
And last the general program of the home,
above its fountain.
if out of line with the program of the
To make a strong church we must grow church, is detrimental.
and develop spiritually, numerically, soStrive hard to build correct Christian
cially, and doctrinally and the home has
much to do to promote any or all of these principles into your homes with consistent
care and line upon line, and then by the
points.
The homes that help to build our church help of the Almighty God, a church will be
spiritually are not the ones where the par- builded that will not only endure for toents are worldly minded and pleasure lov- morrow, but will be safe for us and our
ing, cold and indifferent to the things of posterity.—Chambersburg, Pa.
(The foregoing is the summary of an
God, but the homes in which the altar fire^
are burning and God and His work and address at the S. S. Program at General
cause come first and sainted and holy par- Conference of 1942.)
ents can pray for and with their children.
•Such homes not only have the approbation
of heaven on them, but are a real blessing S. S. Experiences of D. L. Moody
to the future church.
Interview with a Catholic Bishop
Household faith seems to be very Biblical
source of very great annoyance to Mr.
from the case of the jailor of Philippi and
also in the case of Lydia, and others; and
Moody in his pioneer S. S. work at this
while the first concern of parents should be time was the frequent disturbances which
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came from the lower class of the Roman
Catholic element. Many of the boys would
i try to interfere with the meetings—broken
windows and such disturbances being not the
least troublesome expression of their disapproval. At last he felt that extreme
measures must be taken, and he called on
Bishop Duggan, who was prelate of that
diocese. It was not an easy matter to gain
access to so high a church dignitary, and a
maid who answered his call at the door was
not ready to promise him the audience he
requested. Bishop Duggan, he was told,
was busy and could not be seen, but young
Moody had taken the precaution to step
over the threshold and was not so easily
thwarted. "Well, never mind," he said, "I
will remain until he is at leisure", and without waiting for further invitation quietly
passed into the hallway.
The maid was not at all sure that the
bishop would care to be interviewed by the
self-constituted missionary, but it was useless to attempt to dissuade him. He had
come to see the bishop, and would wait if
necessary for the remainder of the day, or
until the bishop could find it convenient to
give him a hearing. "When at length the
bishop appeared in the hall, the young man
very briefly related his mission, and said
that he was engaged in a work for children
in a part of the city that was being neglected by everybody else. It was therefore
a pity, he said, that he should not be allowed to continue the work unmolested, and
he requested the bishop to give orders to
to the parish priests to prevent all future
interferences.
Bishop Duggan refused to believe that
any of his people were to blame for the
disturbances, to which Moody answered
that his only reason for believing that the
boys were Roman Catholics was their own
statement to that effect. Bishop Duggan
then replied that they represented the worst
element in the church and that he had no
control over them.
"Your zeal and devotion are most commendable in behalf of these people, however," he added, "and all you need to make
you a great power for good is to come within the fold of the only true church".
"But," replied the young missionary,
"whatever advantage that would give me
among your people would be offset by the
fact that I could no longer work among the
Protestants."
"Why, certainly you could still work
among the Protestants," was the reply.
"But surely you would not let me pray
with a protestant if I became a Roman
Catholic."
"Yes," replied the Bishop, "you could
pray with Protestants as much as ever."
. "Well, I didn't know that," said the
young man. "Would you, Bishop, pray with
a Protestant?"
"Yes," said Bishop Duggan, "I would."
"Well, then," replied Mr. Moody, "I wish
that you would pray for me now, that I
may be led aright in this matter," and
forthwith knelt where they had been standing in th« hall. The Bishop and Mr. Moody
both prayed.
The result of that short conference was
a cessation of all further anoyance from the
Roman Catholic element in the city, and a
life-long friendship between the two men.
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More Letters Regarding 'Our
Challenge"
Sept. 6, 1942
Dear Brother:
Regarding your recent request in the Evangelical Visitor, that each Sunday School should
send in our pledge to make up the deficit in
Sunday School attendance, I wish to say that
I have taken up the matter with our local
committee and we feel that it is unnecessary
to pledge a definite number.
We are, however, very much concerned over
the decline in attendance and we try to keep
our people stirred up in this regard. I have
been keeping tab on our register for some time
and I notice that our attendance is from 10 to
20 higher practically every Sunday than for
the corresponding Sunday a year ago. I wish
to say that we are doing all we can to increase the attendance, and sincerely hope to
show a good report at the close of the year.
Sincerely your brother in Christ,
Supt.
Sept. 13, 1942
Dear Bro. Boyer:
This is rather late to answer your letter, we
know, but we felt it was better "late than
never."
We were very much interested in your message and rather shocked to hear that so many
schools had fallen down in attendance the past
few years. We knew we had but felt it was
because
Mission started holding their
Sunday School at the same time as ours and
so drew some of our number. However, they
were not lost to the Sunday School work as
a whole. Also for five weeks last summer all
children were not to go to Sunday School because of the infantile paralysis epidemic,
which also helped to pull down the average attendance at many places.
Several of our regular members have moved
away this year, but on the whole our attendance has been very good, many times I feel
better than last year. However, I would not
like to make great promises but would desire
you to know that we are doing all we can to
hold our own and secure new members. We
have been, canvassing the community for new
members and hope to enroll some new scholars
in our school.
The work is encouraging and we hope to get
out of the red by another year.
In Christian fellowship,
•
Supt.
Sept. 17, 1942
Dear Bro.:
In response to your appeal for an effort to
overcome the—305, the
Sunday
School has pledged itself "to do our best to
have a plus (-}-) instead of a minus (—)."
We are sorry for the marked decrease in our
average attendance the last few years. However, we know that this has in a large measure been caused by a number of families and
young people moving to other localities. A
number from our school are frequently used in
the Lord's work in other places. These things
with a number of deaths have been affecting
our attendance greatly.
Many of these losses we cannot expect to
recover. But there are a number of children
which have discontinued coming which we
have been and still will try to win Dack.
We solicit your prayers and would greatly
appreciate to have you visit our school sometime if possible.
Yours for the cause of the S. S.
Supt.
August 13, 1942
Dear Bro. Boyer:
In answer to your letter of Our Challenge
as Sunday School Worker. We are workers
together in His vineyard.
I am glad to say that our school here at
is gaining a little. In 1940 we
had 40 and 1941 we had 45. This year so far
the average attendance has been 47. But we
are not satisfied yet. There are some that
should be coming and some that don't come
every Sunday. By God's help and your prayers
we would like to reach a goal of 50 by the end
of the year.
I sometimes wonder what will be the outcome of children that are not brought to Sunday School.
My prayer is that the Brethren in Christ
Sunday Schools may keep a vision for the lost.
May God bless you in your work.
Tours in Christ Jesus,
•
Supt.
August 17, 1942
Dear Bro.:
We were indeed sorry to hear that the
"deficit" in our Sunday Schools was so large
this past year.
Last year our average attendance at—i
was 49, After due consideration we have de-
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cided to make 60 our average attendance goal
unto destruction the frail bark of life. Day
for 1942. By God's help we expect to reach the
> succeeds day, and night succeeds night, yet
goal.
May God bless you abundantly in your work. there is no cessation of the storm. Buffeted
Sincerely yours,
Supt.
and exhausted the soul sinks in utter weakAugust 24, 1942
Dear Bro. Boyer:
I received your letter in regard to our average attendance. We discussed it in the S. S.
Session and the general feeling of the school
was we were being scolded. We realized the
drop in our attendance for which we would
have some explanation but I'll not give them
here. If we could see into all the S. S. and
meet some of the problems, we would see
things in a different light.
In regards to the —305 we are a bit perplexed as to where the blame is.
We as a S. S. have set an Average Attendance Goal but the S. S. thought it best
not to announce it, it were better to work toward that goal and reach it than to make it
public and then not reach it.
I hope this answers your letter in regard to
the attendance and —305.
Yours truly,
Supt.

In regard to the last letter above, we are
sorry that the purpose and spirit of our letter should have been misunderstood. We
assure the members of this School, as well
as any others who might have felt similarly, that it was not our thought to "scold"
or to try to fix any "blame". We felt that
a decline in our S. S. attendance for
three
consecutive years, increasing in s:.ze each
year, was a matter which would concern
our schools as a whole and that all would
agree in the need for a concerted and united
effort to overcome the deficit and reverse
this downward trend if possible.
We are glad to know that this School has
set for themselves an attendance goal, and
we hope to receive a report from them later
that they have reached the goal.
To them as well as to all other Schools
who are trying "to win back" those who
have dropped out, who are "canvassing the
community", who "are not satisfied yet",
who "hope to get out of the red", who "are
doing all we can to increase the attendance", and who "by God's help expect to
reach the goal"—may the Lord abundantly
bless your efforts to increased interest, attendance, and spiritual results in our S. S.
work.
The increase of women in war work in
which 1,000,000 women are now engaged
and 3,000,000 more are expected by next
year is causing a sharp increase in child
delinquency. Police officials have found
children of some mothers locked in automobiles and in government offices or wandering the streets with door keys around
their necks. The city of Washington, D. C,
has had a wave of juvenile housebreaking
and shoplifting. The government answer:
Federal Security Administrator, Paul V.
McNutt, has appointed a Child-Care Coordinator. The Christian's answer will be a
definite increase in child evangelism of
every type. Now is the moment to work
hard at this.—Selected.

Safe in the Storm
/ . K. B. Sunter
"All Thy waves and Thy bilious are gone
over me" (Ps. 4 2 : 7 ) .
"He bringeth them unto their
iesired
haven" (Ps. 107:30).

H

OW often it seems to the tempest-driven
life that God allows the wind and
waves of adversity and affliction to roll
over and over again, seeming to bring nigh

ness and helplessness. Tossed like a cork
on the angry billows, we say, "Would God
it were morning"; then even in the light
that morning brings, we cry, "Would God
it were night."
Blessed be God! He sees, He knows, He
watches. To all appearances we are the
sport of circumstances, and unable to help
ourselves. None can lift a little finger to
save us. "I looked, and there was none to
help." What must we do? Thank God!
there is
The Upward Look.
He who guides our course knows every billow, sees our baffling with wind and wave
and tempest.
He hears our cry and comes walking on
the stormy sea to our help, saying, "It is I ;
be not afraid"! The storm may not immediately cease, but we have the assurance
of His presence, and this is the source of
all courage and endurance. We can endure as seeing Him who is invisible—
unseen, but not unknown, thank God.
When He comes, He comes to stay. All
we have to do is to trust Him, and the
greater our trust, the deeper our peace will
be. The wind of our troubles will subside:
the billows will cease to roar: our fear
shall vanish, all because Jesus has come.
Hallelujah! We need fear nothing God
permits—so if He permits a great wind
and tempest, fear not, He will keep our
bark afloat. "With Christ in the vessel we
smile at the storm."
Yes, it is possible to smile, now that the
secret of all love and joy and peace is ours,
but what about the poor tempest-tossed
souls who are in the same plight as we
were, before Jesus came "walking on the
sea"?
Dear struggling ones, never lose heart
or hope and never despair; all
The Resources of Heaven
are at your disposal if you will but trust
in Almighty God. He hears the faintest
cry and will assuredly come for your help.
Direct your voice unto Him at all times.
"Lord, save me," will bring Him to your
side. Your cry is heard, and succor is on
the way. The Lord Himself shall support
you. His help may be unseen—very often
it is—but nevertheless it is real.
Faith shall spring up in your heart and
a great joy shall come upon you. For the
succoring Christ shall come saying unto
you, "Be of good cheer; it is I ; be not
afraid."—The Elim Evangel and Foursquare
Revivalist.
» - w i
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"Behold, the Lord God will come with
strong hand, and His arm shall rule for
Him: behold, His reward is with Him, and
His work before Him. He shall feed His
flock like a shepherd: He shall gather the
lambs with His arm, and carry them in
His bosom" (Isa. 40:10, 1 1 ) .
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A Self-Denying Brother
D. Carl

Yoder

NE day while Dr. James H. Franklin
w a s seated in a P u l l m a n , a N e g r o
p o r t e r asked, " S a y , boss, is y o u
a
preachah?"
"Why, yes," Dr. Franklin replied, "how
d i d y o u guess t h a t ? "
" O h j I j u s t saw a B o o k in y o u r seat a n d
I t h o u g h t b y t h e Book, y o u m u s t b e a
p r e a c h a h . I was a l m o s t a p r e a c h a h m a h s e l f
once."
" W h y d i d y o u give it u p ? " D r . F r a n k l i n
questioned.
' W e l l , sah, F s e g o t a b r o t h a h a n d I t o l d
h i m I w a n t e d to be a p r e a c h a h , b u t h e ' d
been c o n v e r t e d a n d p r e a c h e d hisself, b o s s .
W e l l , sah, we t a l k e d it a l l ovah a n d decided h e ' d go a h e a d to college a n d b e a
p r e a c h a h a n d F d c o m e b a c k on t h e r o a d
a n d w o r k a n d so I did, boss, a n d every
m o n t h I sent h i m m o n e y a n d h e went to
college."
" A n d d i d he finally b e c o m e a p r e a c h er?"
" Y e s , s a h , in A f r i c a . T h e y call h i m
Bishop S c o t t . "
"Bishop Scott!" exclaimed Dr. Franklin
as he gazed at the n o b l e figure b e f o r e h i m .
L a t e r D r . F r a n k l i n m e t B i s h o p Scott a n d
t o l d h i m of t h e i n c i d e n t on t h e t r a i n a n d
asked him whether that Negro porter was
his b r o t h e r .
" Y e s , " said B i s h o p Scott, " h e ' s m y
b r o t h e r a n d m a y G o d bless h i m . I owe
e v e r y t h i n g to h i m . " — T h e 0. U. Herald.
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Liberty in Prison
(Continued from page 339)
Another

Sentence of
Eighteen
Months.
T h e first few d a y s w e r e t h e m o s t mise r a b l e t h e p o o r - p r i s o n e r h a d ever spent.
H e a l m o s t wished t h a t h i s c a r e e r h a d been
e n d e d in f r o n t of a firing p a r t y in F r a n c e .
H e h a d let h i s e m p l o y e r d o w n , as well as
his wife.
H i s " t h o u g h t s were i n d e e d bitter as h e sat in h i s l o n e l y cell.
T h e n the d o o r o p e n e d a n d a f r i e n d l y
voice said, " M a y I c o m e i n ? " A C h u r c h
A r m y C a p t a i n stood t h e r e .
" P l e a s e d o , s i r , " J e r r y r e p l i e d , " I shall
go m a d if I d o n o t h a v e s o m e o n e to t a l k
to."
" W e l l , " said the C a p t a i n , " I a m n o t going to p r e s s you, b u t y o u will p r o b a b l y
feel b e t t e r if you tell m e all a b o u t i t . "
J e r r y gave h i m the w h o l e a c c o u n t .
" W h a t c a n I d o ? " said J e r r y . " A m I
a l w a y s to
Let Down Those That Love Me,
arid b e a l w a y s g e t t i n g i n t o t r o u b l e ? T e l l
me w h a t to d o . "
T h e C a p t a i n t o l d h i m the m e s s a g e
of the Cross , a n d of h o w t h e S a v i o u r of
the w o r l d h a d died to free m e n f r o m sin.
J e r r y ' s e x p e r i e n c e of r e l i g i o n h a d n e v e r
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s h o w n h i m a n y t h i n g l i k e t h i s . Before l o n g
b o t h were on their knees on t h e floor of the
cell, a n d t h e p r i s o n e r s o b b e d o u t his confession to God, a s k i n g for forgivenes s a n d
strength.
T o cut a l o n g story s h o r t , J e r r y m a d e
good. He did not make any great p a r a d e
of r e l i g i o n in p r i s o n , b u t h e convinced
even t h e p r i s o n officers t h a t
Here Was a Different
Jerry

from the one they had known before.
T h e t i m e of release c a m e , a n d with it a
g r a n t f r o m t h e C h u r c h A r m y to e n a b l e
the new c o n v e r t to set u p in a s m a l l business in the o p e n m a r k e t , a n d J e r r y m a d e
good b o t h in his p r o f e s s i o n a n d in business, a n d succeeded in w i n n i n g h i s wife
over to t h e L o r d Jesu s as w e l l .
To-day
they s t a n d firm as living e x a m p l e s of t h e
p o w e r of C h r i s t over s i n . — F o r w a r d .
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Calendar
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Folds Neatly—Mails for V/z Cents
Use Like Greeting Cards
T h e new "Triumphant Life" S c r i p t u r e Text Calendar for 1943 is more beautiful
t h a n ever. Special n e w features added.
Choose from 5 beautiful reproductions in
full colors.
New Unique F e a t u r e
Unlike ordinary calendars, "Triumphant Life"
Calendars fold and fit neatly into envelopes furnished for ready mailing. The background is of
high-grade stock with special church-window
border featuring the crown and the cross, and
printed in six-color offset with gold border.
Instead of a great number of Bible texts, this
calendar features one outstanding text for each
week. At the top of the calendar month appears
a motto theme thought. The Scripture verses bear
upon the theme thought. A new plan for learning
the Books of the Bible through in a year is
given. The calendar also features three months at
a glance.
Open Bible Design
Attractive open-Bible design is featured on the
pad so that it appears just as an open book before
you each day, holding out to you the Words of
Life and the promises of God.
Something Different
At left side of calendar pad is a special column,
captioned at the top "What God Has Promised."
In the Ave different spaces down the left side
of this pad is given a reference from the Bible,
starting with Genesis, going clear through the
Bible in the order of the Books in the Bible.
Thus, you will have before you the Books of the
Bible in their proper order with a Scripture
reference, being a promise or outstanding verse
from that particular book. By following this
plan, you can learn the Books of the Bible
through in a year, as well as enjoy the benefits
of the many promises referred to.

Only l i e Each "in 100-lots"
5
10
25
50

LOW QUANTITY RATES
calendars
$0.70
100 calendars. $11.00
calendars
1.25
200 calendars
20.00
calendars
3.00
300 calendars__ 29.00
calendars
5.90
500 calendars
45.00

Choice of Five Full Color A r t
Masterpieces
There are five outstanding pictures offered in full colors. Over-all size is 6^4x10%
inches, and folds to size SVix&A.
CHOICE OF PICTURES

No. 1—Christ in Gethsemane
No. 2—Christ on t h e Mount
No. 3—The Good Shepherd
No. 4—Church by the Side of t h e Road
No. 5—A Beautiful Home Scene

Your Own Name or Special Copy F r e e on 100 Copies U p w a r d
A d d a special touch to y o u r Christmas and N e w Year r e m e m brances. Use the "Triumphant Life" Calendar with your own
special imprint, as illustrated at left. We will personalize these
calendars with y o u r own name, free of charge, on orders for
100 calendars upward. For orders less t h a n 100, an extra charge
of $1.00 for imprint will be made. There is ample space for t h r e e
lines of copy, b u t two are more desirable.
A Calendar for Many Uses
Use t h e m as awards for perfect church attendance, ideal
Sunday-school attendance awards, special Christmas r e m e m brances for pastors, send to convention delegates, use as radio
premiums, give to s h u t - i n s . Christian businessmen will use
t h e m to send to customers. Plus scores of other useful applications. Send personalized "Triumphant Life" Scripture-text
Calendars as special remembrances, thus placing before y o u r
friends the Word of God to help and guide the m through their
daily lives.
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